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Proponents for a Literal Translation

It shall greatly helpe ye

to understand Scripture

if thou mark not only

what is spoken

or wrytten,

hut of whom,

and to whom,

tvith what words,

at what time,

where,

to what intent,

with what circumstances,

considering what goeth

before and what

followeth.

—John Wiclif, 1324-1384
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PREFACE

In this series of studies we shall be testing the Con

cordant Literal New Testament (CV) by standards

proposed by recognized scholars in the field of transla-

tional problems. We shall make an investigation to see

if the CV anticipates available versions, or improves on

suggested renderings, or points the way toward possible

solutions of problems connected with difficult words or

verses or passages.

The Word of God is revealed by means of words. If

the words we use to translate the Word conceal rather

than reveal, then the thoughts of God cannot be known

or acted upon.

Words are the clothes in which thoughts are dressed.

The words should not masquerade the thoughts. Instead,

they should make them manifest. This calls for careful

rather than capricious choice. It calls for a method

which screens out prejudice and guards against bias. It

requires a system which will serve to corral the intrusion

of religious cant and cancel theological jargon. God's

straight words do not need man's crooked crutches.

Careful writing calls for the careful choice of words,

since "To write badly is to lie." Careful writing requires

careful readers. Therefore it follows that to read badly

is to falsify the writing which tells the truth, and is as

reprehensible as to write badly and to translate badly.

God's Word, which transforms by renewing the mind

and motivates all truly meaningful activity, is laid down

for us in a pattern of sound words. These words are

accurate, reliable, authentic and inspired. If we will

not go beyond what is written in the Word we cannot be

accused of being fanatics or obscurantists. If we will
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go as far as what is written in the Word in any of the

fields of which the Scriptures teach and treat, we are

always abreast, if not ahead, of man.

"With what words'' plunges us into the world of

words and their meanings and purposes. Do words

primarily produce thoughts or deeds? Are words only

to be meditated upon or are they also to be acted upon?

Are words only to instruct or are they to motivate?

Are words to remain insubstantial and immaterial or

are they to become substantial and material ?

The answer lies in recovering, not re-covering, the

truth. The remedy lies in unquestioned submission to

the Word which is God-breathed. The solution lies in

following a system which permits His words to come

through to us without the machinations of man contam

inating what is pure and clean. The Concordant

principles of translation seek to attain this goal: the

sinner's conviction and conversion, the believer's solace

and edification, as well as Christ's honor and the glorifi

cation of God.



EXAMINING CHAPLAIN

P. W. PARRAR

Tradutorre traditore is an Italian proverb: "The

translator is a traitor." The translator who makes an

idiomatic version is a traitor in the eyes of the one who

makes a literal version, while the translator who makes a

literal version is a traitor in the eyes of the one who

makes an idiomatic version. Thus the proverb reflects

a consensus: no matter which kind of version a translator

makes—idiomatic or literal—he is a traitor.

A Jewish proverb recorded in the Babylonian Talmud

(Eiddushin 49a) states succinctly, "He lies who renders

a verse as it reads, with strict literalness; he blasphemes

who makes additions." This is the paradox confronting

a translator; the dilemma on one of whose horns he may

be impaled.

F. W. Farrar has written a book titled Texts Ex

plained or Helps to Understand the New Testament.

In it the author deals with hundreds of verses, clarify

ing points of view by carefully considering both reading

and rendering. In his Preface, Farrar says he desires to

call attention "to a large number of verses or passages of

which—in matters of varying importance—the force, the

beauty, the correct reading, the exact rendering, or the

deep special significance has often been mistaken, over

looked, or altogether obliterated... There is no text here

selected for some brief elucidation which does not gain in

instructiveness, or interest, when its exact connotation is

simply explained" (page v).

He tells of his experience when he was assigned as

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Worcester. At
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every examination of the candidates for ordination, it

was his custom to set them a paper of some thirty texts

from the Authorized Version. These texts required ex

planation which could be presented if the student was

cognizant of facts arising from a change in the reading

or from an accurate rendering of the Original. To his

astonishment, Farrar found that, out of these thirty

AV texts which the students were required to explain,

there were only four or five upon which they were able

to throw any light. Yet, as he goes on to point out,

"in many instances, a knowledge of the real meaning of

the text involved points of vital importance and not of

accidental interest" (page vi)# While his book deals

with verses quoted from each of the twenty-seven New

Testament books, in the Preface he gives examples from

twenty-four of these scrolls. Let us look at as many

of them as are of major importance and as space

limitations permit, comparing each with the same verse

as it is rendered in the Concordant Literal New Testa

ment (referred to hereafter as CV). Over and over

again Farrar urges us to notice what exact, accurate,

literal renderings can do to make God's Word shine forth

with its original power and pristine purity.

Matthew 25:8. "Our lamps are gone out " Here

he calls attention to the fact of the force of the present

tense in " 'Our lamps are going ouf—literally—if Eng

lish idiom permitted the rendering—lare being extin

guished,' or, in older English 'are a-quenehing.'" He

says that "Here the wrong rendering adopted in our

familiar version involves a positive theological error."

The CV translates, "our torches are going out," and

even shows the definite article in front of "torches,"

and the middle voice of the word "going."

Luke 3:9. "Is hewn down and cast into the fire."

Farrar admits that both the AV and RV render thus,

* All italicized words in the quotations are the author's

unless otherwise noted.
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and that English idiom makes it difficult to translate

otherwise. "But the tenses of the original are what have

been called 'retributive presents.9 The words literally

mean 'is being cut down and being cast into the fire.'

The original Greek points to the important lesson of the

continuity of God's dispensations whether they be puni

tive or restorative. The use of the present tense is known,

grammatically, as the praesens futurascens" (page vii).

The CV translates, "is hewn down and cast into the

fire." But we show the middle voice of both "hewn"

and "cast," and in front of each is a short vertical

stroke indicating the act verb form.* Thus by using the

evidence which is provided in the CV the student may

go to the limits of fidelity by reading, "is being hewn

down and is being cast into the fire."

John 10:16. "And there shall be one fold, and one

shepherd." The author says that "the true reading and

rendering are 'They shall become one flock, one shep

herd.' " He continues, "The importance of this correc

tion can hardly be overestimated. On earth there always

have been, and so far as we know, always will be, 'One

flock of the one Shepherd,' but there are, and always

have been, in that one true flock many folds." The CV

translates, "and there will be one flock, one Shepherd."

Yet this is not all that the reader of this literal version

is given. The "there" is not in the Greek, hence it is

in lightface type; the short vertical stroke for the act

verb form is in front of "be," and still there is more

to be noted. After the "be" is the abbreviation for the

middle voice, and a superior italic ° to indicate "be

come." You must see it to believe it, you must own it

and use it to learn what a wealth of information is

supplied the student who cares to know exactly what

God's Word says.

Komans 3:25. "To declare His righteousness for the

* Concordant Literal New Testament, Instructions for Use,

page 4.
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remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance

of God." The author says that "here the mistranslation

obliterates the meaning of the whole argument. The

necessity for demonstrating God's righteousness rose

from His praeterition of—His overlooking of—the sins

of the generations before the death of Christ." See how

forcefully and simply all this and more is set forth in

the CV when it translates, "for a display of His righ

teousness because of the passing over of the penalties of

sins which occurred before in the forbearance of God."

By means of superior signs and abbreviations the reader

is shown, in addition to the point mentioned by Farrar,

the following: the preposition "for" is literally "into,"

the definite article appears before "righteousness" and

also before "God," and a superior circle before "oc

curred" is given to show the state verb form.* Each is

vital for an exact awareness of the power of Paul's

pronouncement and for a full appreciation of God's

thought. By careful consideration of these details we

learn of God's concern on our behalf, even before we

knew there was aught about which to be concerned.

1 Corinthians 14:20. Farrar writes, "Here the cor

rect version—'Prove ye not children in mind; howbeit

in malice be ye hahes; but in mind prove ye adults' (or

'of full age')—is one of hundreds of instances where

the force and beauty of the original is brought out by

noticing the exact terms of the Greek." The CV trans

lates, "Brethren, do not become little children in dis

position. But in evil be minors, yet in disposition be

come mature." How the English groans to tell all that

is told in Greek! Yet with no previous knowledge of

the Original the student is practically reading Greek

when he notices and mentally transfers the superior

signs and abbreviations which are shown in the Version:

"not" has a lightface "t" to indicate that Paul did not

* Concordant Literal New Testament, Instructions for Use,

page 5.
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use the unconditional "not" but the conditional "no";

preceding "become" is the sign of the act verb form and

after it the sign of the middle voice form; the definite arti

cle sign appears before "disposition," "evil," and "dispo

sition"; and before "minors" we find the short vertical

stroke of the act verb form.

Galatians 6:17. "The marks of the Lord Jesus."

Farrar points out that Paul does not merely claim he

bears marks, but "I bear branded on my body the

stigmata, the slave-brands, of Jesus." Farrar continues,

"To the ancients, familiar with the sight of slaves

branded with the name or cognisance of their owners,

the phrase would be full of picturesque force." The

CV translates, "For the rest, let no one afford me

weariness, for I am bearing in my body the brand marks

of the Lord Jesus Christ." The superior signs and

abbreviations again show more, much more. We can

read literally, "let no one be affording me wearinesses."

Furthermore, we note that the I is emphatic, for Paul's

opponents have a mark in their flesh due to handmade

circumcision, while he has the manmade brand marks of

a slave. "Let no one," writes Paul, "go on affording

me wearinesses, for I am bearing brand marks of a

slave of the Lord Jesus Christ." One could write a

book on this compressed thought and the relationship

figured in slavery.

Ephesians 4:32. "Here the A.V. has 'forgiving one

another even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven

you.' It is from this verse that the very common phrase

'for Christ's sake' is exclusively derived," writes Farrar

who now makes what may seem to some to be a shocking

statement. "That phrase... does not once occur in

Scripture in this connotation." He goes on to say that

"the phrase that God forgave us 'for Christ's sake' is

unknown to the Apostles." He tells us that "the true

rendering is far fuller, and far deeper, in meaning:—

'even as God also, in Christ, forgave us.'" He rightly
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teaches that "Christians are often said to endure 'for

Christ's sake'... ; but the phrase that God forgave us

'for Christ's sake' is unknown to the Apostles." Here

the CV not only agrees with but improves on Farrar's

suggestion. Paul did not use the Greek word for "for

give," but the word for "grace." So we translate what

Paul wrote, "dealing graciously among yourselves, ac

cording as God also, in Christ deals graciously with you."

By eliminating the lightface words, literally we read,

"gracing yourselves... graces you."

Eead 2 Corinthians 5:18, 19 and note well what Paul

says God did with the world in Christ and what He does

with us through Christ (In Christ—world, through

Christ—us). What God has done objectively for all

men in Christ is to be obtained subjectively by each man

through Christ. The blood of the passover lamb in the

basin, which is for all inside the house, must be applied

outside the house for God to see and thus keep the

destroyer from the firstborn (Ex. 12:1-28). For example,

through Jesus Christ's faith God's righteousness is for

all, and upon all who are believing (Rom. 3:22). "For

all" equals blood in the basin, "upon all" equals the

applied blood on the lintel and doorposts. Again, God

is the Saviour of all men, and in a special way of

believers (1 Tim. 4:9-11). "Saviour of all" is pictured

by the blood in the basin; "in a special way" pictures

the blood applied to lintel and doorposts of the believing

heart.

Colossians 2:20-25. Farrar says that the AV render

ing makes Paul's statement "weakened, obscured, all

but lost." From this passage we may see how "valueless

to subdue the indulgence of the flesh" are "will-worship,

and voluntary self-humiliation, and severity of the

body." Asceticism and ceremonialism are nullities in

the light of the Original of the passage, which should be

one of the clearest in the New Testament. "So far

indeed are they from being the right methods to produce
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spirituality of mind, that 'will-worship' has a chronic

tendency to produce the arrogant and dead Pharisaism

which Christ denounced in such burning words; and

ascetic extravagances by a universal pathological law,

instead of weakening the impulses of the body, add to

them a more imperious violence." The CV reads as

follows: "If, then, you died together with Christ from

the elements of the world, why, as living in the world,

are you subject to decrees: 'You should not be touching,

nor yet tasting, nor yet coming into contact,7 (which

things are all for corruption from use), in accord with

the directions and teachings of men?—which are (hav

ing, indeed, an expression of wisdom in a wilful ritual

and humility and asceticism) not of any value toward

the surfeiting of the flesh." To make sure that we have

provided all that would support Farrar's position, we

shall add verses 16-19. "Let no one, then, be judging

you in food or in drink or in the particulars of a festival,

or of a new moon, or of sabbaths, which are a shadow of

those things which are impending—yet the body is the

Christ's. Let no one be arbitrating against you, who

wants, in humility and the ritual of the messengers, to

parade what he has seen, feignedly, puffed up by his

fleshly mind, and not holding the Head, out of Whom

the entire body, being supplied and united through the

assimilation and ligaments, is growing the growth of

God."

1 Thessalonians 5:22. "The direction of the original is

not only that we are to abstain from all appearance of

evil, but the more comprehensive rule that we are to

abstain 'from every form of evil.'" The CV reads,

"From everything wicked to the perception, abstain."

2 Thessalonians 2:2. Here we have an important

distinction to note between "day of Christ" versus "day

of the Lord." Farrar writes that what Paul does say

is, "do not be thrown into a state of excitement as

though the day of the Lord is 'already beginning' or
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'now present.'" The saints were being disturbed by

spirit, through word, or through an epistle that the day

of the Lord was then present. Paul resists this and

reassures them by writing what, in the CV reads as

follows: "Now we are asking you, brethren, for the sake

of the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our

assembling to Him, that you be not quickly shaken from

your mind, nor yet be alarmed, either through spirit,

or through word, or through an epistle as through us,

as that the day of the Lord is present."

1 Timothy 6:10. "The love of money is not 'the root

of all eviF (A.V.) though it is 'a root of all kinds of

evil' " The CV reads, "For a root of all of the evils is

the fondness for money, which some, craving, were led

astray from the faith and try themselves on all sides

with much pain."

2 Timothy 4:14. '' The Lord will reward him accord

ing to his works." Farrar reminds us that "the words

may be softened down, but read like a malediction. The

true reading and rendering show that the phrase is

practically a quotation from Prov.xxiv.12, and means

'The Lord will reward him (as He rewards all) accord

ing to his works.' St. Paul expresses no wish for the

retribution to fall on Alexander. He simply refers the

matter to God, and leaves it in His hands." The CV

very simply and accurately renders the phrase, "the

Lord will be paying him in accord with his acts."

Titus 3:10. " 'A man that is an heretick reject '

Neither 'heresy' nor 'heretic' occur in the New Testa

ment. The words so rendered mean 'faction' and 'fac

tious.'" In the CV we translate, "A sectarian man,

after one and a second admonition, refuse..." We dis

tinguish between "sectarian" and "schismatic." The

sectarian is one who follows his preference, and the

schismatic effects a split among people.

James 2:14. Farrar comments, "'Can faith save

him?' This might sound like an implied contradiction
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of St. Paul; but, in the true rendering, it is nothing of

the kind. It is 'can that faith' (a dead faith, faith with

out works) 'save him?'" The CV reads,." What is the

benefit, my brethren, if anyone should be saying he has

faith, yet may have no works? The faith can not save

him." How much more is indicated can only be hinted

at: the act form abbreviation is in front of has, have,

can; the middle voice form after "can"; and the light-

face "t" in "not" to show that the conditional negative

"no" was used rather than the unconditional "not"

1 Peter 2:9. " 'A peculiar people.' Not so: God has

no favorites; but 'a people for God's own possession.' "

This is said in the CV by "a procured people" or an

about-doing people.

The chapter closes with a reference to the AV's "four

beasts" of Eevelation 4:6. Farrar speaks of the prob

lem by writing that "Many of the defects of our A.V.

rise simply from the neglect of distinctions. Whereas

in an unfortunate desire to produce agreeable variety,

the translators of 1611 used many different words to

render the same Greek word, they sometimes (unfor

tunately) used the same word for different Greek

words."

He insists that "the true version is always a matter of

real interest." He refers again to those candidates for

Holy Orders, saying that he "repeatedly found that the

majority of them were unacquainted with the exact trans

lation or real meaning." He commends the Revised

Version for the boon it has conferred on us "though

still capable of improvement in many particulars... It

has prepared for a still more accurate and perfect ver

sion in the future; and in that future translation it may

be confidently prophesied that most of the alternative

renderings now relegated to the margin will be incor

porated into the text" (page xv).

This book by F. W. Farrar was published in 1899 by

F. M. Barton of Cleveland, Ohio, and copyrighted in
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1899 by Dodd, Mead and Company (now out of print).

The concern about inconsistencies in translation is almost

prophetic of the motive for the Concordant Literal

New Testament. And though the English Revised

Version was not consulted when the CV was made, yet

the Concordant system ferreted out those texts which

needed improving, and thus anticipated these obvious

faults and incorporated these suggested improvements

into our Version.

The rest of Farrar's book deals with texts in each

of the twenty-seven New Testament books, suggesting

improvements and refinements which the Greek text and

grammar indicate.



COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RSY

(OSWALD T. ALLIS AND OTHERS)

Severe strictures are levelled against both the slavishly

literal and the servilely idiomatic. Special severity is

reserved for any who seek to combine the two.

Is the translator obligated to reproduce the style of

the writer, his sentence order and length, his terseness,

his leapings and dartings in thought, his syntactical

inconsistencies, his sentence structures? Shall his vig

orous vocabulary and word pictures be reduced to a

bland diet of monotone and monochrome? Shall we by a

difference indicate where he has a distinction? Or shall

we by lassitude and loungitude rob the reader of the

Original's pristine purity and power and preciousness?

Marvin H. Pope, in the Anchor Bible series, attempts

to preserve these qualities in his work on Job: Intro

duction, Translation, and Notes*. He has endeavored

"to achieve brevity and terseness commensurate with the

original... In general, the translation is rather literal

and often follows even the word order of the original

where this makes reasonably acceptable English, al

though there is no rigorous effort to be consistent on this

score."

Another writer, Oswald T. Allis, levels much criticism

against the Eevised Standard Version in his book, Re-

vision or New Translation?, with the subhead " 'The

Revised Standard Version of 1946,' A Comparative

♦Volume 15. Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1965.
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Study."* Let us look at what he has to say in his chap

ter, ''The 'Enduring Diction' of the AV."

A long paragraph devoted to"terseness of expression/'

ends with Allis asking these pertinent questions:

''Should the translator try to reproduce Paul's form of

expression accurately ? Or, should he change it to make

it conform with a more or less arbitrary standard of his

own as to the requirements of an 'idiomatic' rendering?"

His opinion is, "We believe the translator should aim to

reproduce his author's style as accurately as possible"

(p. 133).

Let us break up this lengthy paragraph into manage

able parts, each dealing with an example of Paul's style

and the ESV treatment of it, compared to that of the

literal CV.

A good illustration of the terseness of expression which

Dean Weigle commends is furnished by 2 Cor. 6:3-7a. In this

long list of afflictions the Greek employs the same preposition

20 times. AV renders it 12 times by 'in' and then shifts

abruptly and arbitrarily to 'by* for the last 8. RV uses 'in'

throughout (20 times). RSV renders by 'in* (3 times),

'through' (once), 'by' (once); it omits the preposition 15

times out of its 20 occurrences. This not only misrepresents

the original, it also changes the style of the version. Paul

likes to string words and phrases together in a kind of

catena; and he has various ways of doing this. He could

write tersely when he wished (pp. 132-3).

As we quote the literal CV, count the occurrences of

the preposition "in," which preserves what Paul wrote.

(Since Oswald Allis in footnote 1 on page 1 mentions the

" Concordant" among the various translations and revi

sions, we feel it permits us to compare it with the others

mentioned).

"We are giving no one cause to stumble in anything,

lest flaws be found with the service, but in everything

we are commending ourselves as servants of God, in much

*Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing

Company, 1948.
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endurance, in afflictions, in necessities, in distresses, in

blows, in jails, in turbulences, in toil, in vigils, in fasts,

in pureness, in knowledge, in patience, in kindness, in

holy spirit, in love unfeigned, in the word of truth, in

the power of God..."

If you counted the occurrences of "in" in these

verses, you found the twenty which Paul used, faithfully

brought over into English, thus approximating Paul's

style of writing.

... In the long list of hardships given elsewhere in this

epistle (1:26-27), the first 10 follow one another without any

connective; the tenth is joined to the eleventh by 'and'; then

follows 4 expressions all of which are connected by 'in' (cf

2 Tim. 3:2-5). Here RSV follows the Greek much more

closely (p. 133).

Following is the literal rendering of Paul's terse style

in the Memorial Edition of the Concordant Literal New

Testament. The "in" is in lightface in the first nine occur

rences, to show that it has been added as a concession to

English idiom. In this quotation we have put these nine

in parentheses. To test the terseness of Paul's style,

read and omit them.

"... (in) journeys often, (in) dangers of rivers, (in)

dangers of robbers, (in) dangers of my race, (in) dan

gers of the nations, (in) dangers in the city, (in) dan

gers in the wilderness, (in) dangers in the sea, (in)

dangers among false brethren; in toil and labor, in

vigils often, in famine and thirst, in fasts often, in cold

and nakedness..." Thus again, Paul's terseness in

writing is approximated.

... In Col. 3, Paul uses three styles. In vs. 5 he strings

together 5 vices which are to be shunned, and joins the last

2 by 'and'; in vs. 12 he strings together 5 virtues which are

to be cultivated, and does not join the last 2 by 'and* (cf 2 Tim.

2:22); in vs. 11 he begins with 2 antithetic couplets, 'Greek

and Jew,' 'circumcision and uncircumcision/ and then adds 4

unconnected words, 'barbarian, Scythian, bond, free/ In these

verses RSV follows the Greek closely, except that it inserts

an 'and' between the last 2 virtues in vs. 12 (p. 133).
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Let us see how the Concordant Literal New Testament

handles this passage in Colossians 3:5, 12, 11 (following

the above order).

"Deaden, then, your members that are on earth:

prostitution, uncleanness, passion, evil desire and greed,

which is idolatry" (vs. 5). "Put on, then, as God's

chosen ones, holy and beloved, pitiful compassions, kind

ness, humility, meekness, patience" (vs. 12). "Wherein

there is no Greek and Jew, Circumcision and Uncircum-

cision, barbarian, Scythian, slave, freeman, but all and in

all is Christ" (vs. 11). Again, you can be sure if it's

Concordant.

In 1 Tim. 4:12 Paul uses the preposition 'in' with each of

5 virtues. RSV changes the second 'in' to 'and* which gives

the rendering 'in speech and conduct, in love, in faith, in

purity1 (p. 133).

Again, the CV vindicates its method and reproduces

the thought of Paul in his style and terseness, as far

as English idiom allows.

"Let no one be despising your youth, but become a

model for the believers, in word, in behavior, in love,

in faith, in purity."

Allis closes out the paragraph with these additional

illustrations, before he asked and answered the questions

we quoted earlier.

In Gal. 3:28 Paul has 3 antithetic couplets, in 1 Cor. 6:9

he has 9 words all coupled together by negative particles. In

2 Tim. 3:16 he gives four uses of Scripture, introducing each

with 'for'; RSV inserts 'and* between the last two. In fact,

Paul has various ways of expressing himself; and one of the

beauties of his style is its variety. Such cases as these raise

the question, Should the translator try to reproduce Paul's

form of expression accurately? Or, should he change it to

make it conform with a more or less arbitrary standard of his

own as to the requirements of an 'idiomatic* rendering? We

believe the translator should aim to reproduce his author's

style as accurately as possible (p. 133).

Let us see how these three passages are translated in

the Concordant Literal New Testament.
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".. .in Whom there is no Jew nor yet Greek, there is

no slave nor yet free, there is no male and female, for

you all are one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28). "Or are

you not aware that the unjust shall not be enjoying the

allotment of God's kingdom? Be not deceived. Neither

paramours, nor idolators, nor adulterers, nor catamites,

nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunk

ards; no revilers, no extortioners shall be enjoying the

allotment of God's kingdom" (1 Cor. 6:9). "All scrip-

ture is inspired by God, and is beneficial for teaching,

for exposure, for correction, for discipline in righteous

ness, that the man of God may be equipped, fitted out for

every good act" (2 Tim. 3:16).

Dean Weigle, a member of the staff which produced

the Eevised Standard Version, said that the English

Eevised Version of 1881 and especially the American

Standard Version of 1901 were to be censured, for

"They are mechanically exact, literal, word-for-word

translations, which follow the order of the Greek words,

so far as this is possible, rather than the order which is

natural to English" (Introduction to the Kevised Stan

dard Version of the New Testament, page 11).

On the other hand, Oswald T. Allis* writes that "first

in importance in estimating the value of any transla

tion is the question of accuracy" (page 15). "Accuracy

is the first requirement of a version. What the reader

wants to know is what the author actually said, not

what the translator thinks he should have said, or how

he thinks he should have said it; and since an author's

style necessarily colors everything he writes, he wants

the translation to be as nearly as possible in the way the

author said it" (page 21).

Allis goes on to say that "this tendency toward the

introduction of unnecessary variations and differences

* Revision ob New Translation? The Revised Standard Ver

sion of 1946 (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed

Publishing Company, 1948)
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in rendering, which often seems to represent a deliberate

and studied effort on the part of the translator or reviser

to achieve novelty in rendering, is especially regrettable

because the average reader for whom these new versions

are primarily intended, is not in a position to test the

correctness of the claims which are so confidently made

in their favor" (page 7).

The ideal is accuracy and felicity of rendering. Ob

viously this ideal is high, yet every effort should be made

to achieve it. Again Allis says, "But we reject the

notion that it is the function of the translator to rewrite

the original, or to improve on it in respect of intelligi

bility or beauty. Accuracy comes first7' (page 24).

Allis admits that "It is a difficult question to decide

just how far a translator should go in the attempt to

make the sense of the passage he is translating perfectly

clear to the reader. When the meaning is reasonably

clear, an interpretive rendering which would be helpful

to one reader might not be needed by another, who might

even regard it as an impertinence, a suggestion that he

did not have sufficient intelligence or culture to under

stand what the author meant from the author's own

words. On the other hand, if the meaning is at all

obscure or uncertain, the translator necessarily becomes

an interpreter, and interpretations may differ and often

do so. No hard and fast rule can be laid down. But this

much may at least be affirmed, that a distinction of some

kind should be drawn, and drawn carefully, between the

words of the author and the interpretive additions or

explanations of the translator" (pages 25, 26).

The AV employed italics, the CV employs lightface

type for words not in the Greek. Since the RSV does

neither, Allis's criticism is levelled at this failure to set

out what the text says and what the translators added

to aid the reader.

If mechanical problems with the linotype had not

intruded, even the punctuation, quotation marks and the
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like would have been set out in lightfaee type in the CV.

Allis, in a chapter titled "The Form of the Translation"

(Chapter VI), indicates what harm can be done by-

punctuation, capitals, paragraphing, quotation marks,

etc., all of which can mar the meaning, change the

meaning, even obscure the meaning. Indeed, these

marks should be used with the utmost caution.

Allis states, "That a literal translation may be in

exact and an idiomatic rendering may be accurate, is

a truism, which does not need to be stressed. The ideal

is a rendering which is both accurate and idiomatic.

But it is often very hard to achieve" (page 42).

As we state in the "Explanatory Introduction/' "The

concordant method of studying the Scriptures uses a

concordance to discover the meaning of a word, not in

any version, but in the Original. The aim is to discover

the usage and fix its significance by its inspired associa

tions. It is in line with the linguistic law that the mean

ing of a word is decided by its usage. In this version

the efficiency and value of this method has been greatly

multiplied by extending it to the elements of which the

Greek words are composed and by combining with it the

vocabulary method, which deals with each word as a

definite province of the realm of thought which must be

carefully kept within its own etymological and context

ual boundaries.

"Uniformity and consistency is the keynote. This is

attained by the use of a standard English expression for

every Greek element in the Original, and variants which

correspond to the words, and form the basis of the

Version. All is uniform when possible, and consistent

when uniformity is impracticable" (page 610).

We go on to say, "Not only should each Greek word

be translated uniformly when practicable, but, to achieve

the best results, each English word should be the con

stant and exclusive representative of only a single Greek

word. There are subtle distinctions and instructive
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nuances which escape us otherwise, and sometimes these

are the vital keys to great and precious truths" (page

627).

A further and important point is made in the section

setting forth some of the values of this Version. It is

this: "Drawbacks associated with rigid uniformity in

translation are largely compensated for by means of

occasional idiomatic variants, and signs and superior

letters in the text itself." The Abbreviation Key may

be folded out for reference when reading the Version.

Here these compensatory signs are alphabetized and

explained so that all may, with pleasure and profit, not

only read His Word, but see for themselves exactly how

it is said in the original language.

A translator of the Scriptures is either helped or ham

pered by his attitude toward them. A real constraint

is imposed on one who views the Scriptures as inspired

for he becomes obligated to convey its thoughts with

accuracy. On the other hand, in the words of James

Moffatt, "Once the translator of the New Testament is

freed from the influence of the theory of verbal inspira

tion, these difficulties cease to be so formidable."

What this means is simply this: if it is assumed that

the New Testament writers did not write accurately, it

follows that the translator need not translate accurately.

Thus it is that a scholar such as Henry J. Cadbury tries

to justify such a role played by the translator of the

Scriptures when he tells us, "As they [the New Testa

ment writers] wrote with neither grammatical precision

nor absolute verbal consistency, he [the modern transla

tor] is willing to deal somewhat less meticulously with

the data of a simple style that was naturally not too

particular about modes of expression or conscious of

the subtleties which some later interpreters read into it."

But let us listen to Alexander Tilloch as he refutes

these sentiments in the following cogent words: "How

do such men generally proceed? They meet with some
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supposed violation,—they substitute the idea or mode

of speech which they conceive to be intended:—they read

on and presently meet with something which does not

harmonise with the imposed sense; and a new violence

is then committed, to prevent obscurity. The text again

resists this: the Critic, never questioning his own judg

ment, blunders on, till he has lost the sense entirely:

and then, instead of retracing his steps, or even trying

what would be the result of allowing the author to speak

in his own language, charges him with solecisms and

violations of grammar."*

Tilloch's book is a powerful polemic against those who

would charge the writers of the New Testament with

"lingual inaccuracies," ''violations of grammar," or

who even go so far as to "impute grammatical impro

prieties to the amanuensis of the Apocalypse." He

demolishes the critics who contend that John's Greek

is uncouth and ungrammatical. We commend the book

highly, although it is rare and difficult to obtain. It

will be well worth the time spent in rummaging through

the dusty tomes in a bookstore in the hope of turning up

a copy.

John Beekman has an article in The Bible Trans

lator for October, 1966, titled "'Literalism9 A Hin

drance to Understanding." In it he castigates the literal

translation for its failures to convey the meaning of the

Original since "One of the worst faults of most literal

translations is the choice of literal equivalents for the

words used in the translation" (page 178).

Another stricture levelled against literal translations

is that "Grammatical categories are often retained in a

literal translation" (page 181). Finally, we are told

that still another weakness of a literal version is the

usual attempt to follow the word order of the Original

* Dissertations Introductory to the Right Understanding

op the Language, Structure, and Contents of the Apocalypse

(London: 1823), page 149.
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too closely: "Another characteristic of literalism is a

failure to re-order words, phrases, clauses, or sentences.

Following the word order of the original is a common

error in literalism. Just as frequent is the failure to

make necessary shifts in the order of phrases and

sentences. Often the linguistic order confuses the reader

until it is changed to correspond to the experiential

order" (page 181).

Paul's inspired order in Philippians 3:10 is as follows:

resurrection, sufferings, death. Surely this is wrong

since this is not the experiential order, which would be:

sufferings, death, resurrection. Shall we change Paul's

order to agree with our disordering of the thought he

conveyed? Emphatically, no! Let us instead attempt to

understand what lies behind the un-ehronologieal, the

non-experiential order. How easily this may be done

by one who holds fast to the Word! And to such a one,

deep and wondrous truths are revealed through con

sideration of the unusual order selected by Paul.

If we may re-order words, phrases, clauses, and

sentences to agree with our notions of improving on the

"haphazard" and non-experiential order, where shall be

drawn the line of tampering with the truth ? Shall we

re-order Paul's order in 2 Timothy 3:16, 17? Here he

writes: teaching, exposure, correction, discipline,

equipped, fitted out. Shall we expose before we teach?

Shall we correct before we expose? Shall we discipline

before we correct ? Shall we equip and fit out before we

teach, expose, correct, and discipline? To what lengths

will some men seek to go in re-ordering God's thoughts

to reflect their own "superior" thoughts—and this in

the face of His words as seen in Isaiah 55:8, 9 ? There

God says,

"For not as My devices are your devices,

And not as your ways are My ways."

How can any person stoop to impugn the motives of

those who seek to give to the saint what the Scriptures
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literally say, by writing, "One doesn't really have to

know what a passage means if he translates literally.

Those who are afraid to take responsibility for the exe

gesis of a passage hide behind a literal translation"

(Beekman's article, page 189) ?

For the time being, we will leave this and other

castigating remarks unanswered and will return to

Allis's review of the 1946 RSV. When speaking of the

negative in the New Testament Greek and the problem

of bringing it over idiomatically, he writes, "It is to be

noted in this connection that an lidiomatic' rendering

means or should mean, giving in the translation the

exact equivalent of what is stated in the original, not

the substitution by the translator of forms of expression

which seem to him more suitable to express the thought

of the writer" (page 45).

Lack of uniformity in the rendering of the same Greek

word by the same English word is frequently the cause

of confusion. The desire to avoid monotony may be

behind this, as indicated in the Preface to the King

James Version. Yet what seems to be monotony is

transformed to force when it reflects the inspired ex

pression of the Divine Author of the Scriptures. We

should not seek to improve on the greatest Grammarian

of all, the holy Spirit of God.

The charge that some versions follow the Greek word

order too slavishly is a shortsighted one. Much beauty

and accuracy, emphasis and exactitude, is sacrified when

the Greek order is cast in the English order. Frequently,

to so recast is to miscast the meaning of the Original.

Again we quote Allis who discusses this problem when

he writes, "It may be admitted that too close adherence

to the Greek order may result in a somewhat unnatural

and stilted construction of English. But the counter

charge which we would bring against RSV is that it has

frequently departed from the Greek order where such

departure is quite unnecessary and sometimes where a
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closer adherence to that order brings out the meaning of

the Greek more clearly than what they apparently have

regarded as the natural order in English" (page 86),

The remainder of Allis's book has much more to say

that is relevant and pertinent on this subject, which the

concerned reader may care to pursue.



FROM THOMAS HOBBES (1651) TO

BRATCHER AND NIDA (1961)

On one occasion the Jews brought Paul before Lucius

Junius Annaeus Gallio, elder brother of the philosopher

Seneca and proconsul of Achaia. After the charge

against Paul by the Jews but before Paul could open his

mouth, Gallio said to the Jews that, If indeed it were

a matter of wrong or wicked villainy, there was reason

enough for him to hear the matter. But if they be

questions about words and names and law, he was not

minded to be a judge of these matters. And he drove

them from the judgment seat (Acts 18:12-17).

If it be "questions about words," Gallio refused to hear

the charges made by the Jews against Paul. But "words"

is what the matter is all about. Our Lord said that

man does not live by bread alone, but by every word

going out through the mouth of God (Matt. 4:4). Cover-

dale saw the relevancy of "with what words'7 in his

succinct statement comprising the principles of the

right study of the Scriptures.

Let us try to compile a modest consensus dealing with

problems of translation. We may discover to our delight

that the scales are not exclusively weighted on the side

of the idiomatic and the paraphrastic, as some would

have us believe.

The late Professor C. S. Lewis of Magdalen College,

Oxford, without having the Concordant method in mind,

nevertheless stated its system and the principles of

establishing vocabulary and version in translation from

one language into another. In his Studies of Words

he found that in taking students through Anglo-Saxon
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Middle English texts, he could not translate "a word

in the sense in which its particular context demanded

while leaving the different senses it bore in other places

to be memorized... as if they were wholly different

words" (Cambridge at the University Press, 1961), page

1. Rather, they were driven "to link them up and see,

where possible, how they could have radiated out of a

central meaning" (ibid.)

This led them to realize how easy it would be to inter

polate "senses later than those the author intended"

(ibid.) Hence the dictionary may be consulted so that

knowledge could be checked and supplemented, not

derived, from the same. He very sensibly observes that

"one understands a word much better if one has met it

alive, in its native habitat" (ibid, page 2). We must

read the ancient author to discern and discover what he

meant by the words he used, instead of imposing the

reader's more modern opinion on the work we are study

ing.

If the reader does not guard against this propensity

he will find that "his mind bubbles over with possible

meanings. He has ready at hand un-thought-of meta

phors, highly individual shades of feeling, subtle associ

ations, ambiguities—every manner of semantic gymnas

tics—-which he can attribute to his author. Hence the

difficulty of * making sense' out of the strange phrase

will seldom for him be insuperable. Where the duller

reader simply does not understand, he misunderstands—

triumphantly, brilliantly. [Here the language is remi

niscent of "In Broken Images" by Robert Graves, a

poem which is worth reading.] But it is not enough to

make sense. We want to find the sense the author

intended. 'Brilliant' explanations of a passage often

show that a clever, insufficiently informed man has found

one more mare's nest. The wise reader, far from boast

ing an ingenuity which will find sense in what looks like

nonsense, will not accept even the most slightly strained
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meaning until he is quite sure that the history of the

word does not permit something far simpler. The

smallest semantic discomfort rouses his suspicions. He

notes the key word and watches for its recurrence in

other texts. Often they will explain the whole puzzle"

(ibid, pages 4, 5). As the skin rejects a foreign graft,

so the sentence refuses a foreign word.

World War II may well have charted a different

course if it had not been for a mistranslated word. One

word, misinterpreted, may have changed all our lives.

A Japanese word, mokusatu, has two meanings: 1) to

ignore, and 2) to refrain from comment. A press re

lease was prepared announcing the "no comment" poli

cy. It got on the foreign wires with the "ignore"

implication. The result was that the war did not end

in July 1945, though the Emperor was ready and had

the power to do it. The Cabinet was preparing to

accede to the Potsdam ultimatum of the Allies. One

word misunderstood, hence mistranslated, because it was

misinterpreted. The renowned language expert, Benja

min Lee Whorf, wrote that "A change in language can

transform our appreciation of the cosmos."

John A. F. Gregg, in The Expository Times for Octo

ber, 1930, had an article titled " Transliteration as Trans

lation : A Study of Certain Features in the Influence of

the Vulgate on the Authorized Version." As Arch

bishop of Dublin, paying his respects to the value of the

Vulgate for textual purposes, he nevertheless stated that

*' The Vulgate has in a very large number of cases inter

vened between the English Version and the original

Greek." He said that his concern in his paper was

"with the rendering of words rather than of sentences/'

and his thesis was that "owing to an inexact corres

pondence between many words appearing in the original

Greek and the corresponding words in EV transliter

ating those used to translate them in the Vulgate, many

notions are suggested to users of EV which have no
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place in the intentions of the original writers." Later

he stated that his purpose was "to show by a series of

illustrations how the appearance in AV of a transliter

ated Vulgate word often leads English readers in a

direction not precisely identical with that in which the

Greek word would have led them." He gives four

examples of "Greek words whose Vulgate equivalent

appears transliterated in AV, for example, Mt 5:25 anti-

dikos=adversarius=adversary; 9:14 mathetes=discipu-

lus=disciple; 10:3 telones=publicanus=publican; and

11:28 kopiao:=laborare=labour.

"Such a list," he goes on to say, "would contain two

or three hundred such words, in the case of a very large

number of which it would be found that there has been

some deflection from the sense of the Latin word and

thereby a widening of the distance which separates the

English readers from the Greek writer" (pages 8, 9 and

11 respectively).

Thomas M. Donn in The Expository Times for April,

1950, had an article titled "The Gospel of Life." His

first paragraph strikes a telling blow. "A semantically

correct English version of the Bible has been a desidera

tum for a long time, and if the new translation, which is

being prepared, meets this need it will render a great

service to the task of setting forth the true doctrines of

Christ and the gospel. Here I seek to indicate briefly

how incorrect renderings in the existing English versions

continue to obscure and to some extent falsify these

doctrines of which I select two only—Reconciliation and

Forgiveness. In translating the Greek New Testament

the sole consideration ought to be the exact reproduction

of the meaning of the text and, where that is not possible

without paraphrase, there ought to be notes giving the

exact meaning or differing views as to that meaning, for

the benefit of those who cannot consult the Greek text

for themselves or the work of the most eminent New

Testament exegetes" (page 216).
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In his treatment of the two words selected by him for

study he makes the following assertion. "...Reconcilia

tion takes priority, so to speak, over forgiveness as the

central doctrine of the gospel; but the religious world

by reversing the order and generally ignoring the

necessity of reconciliation altogether by identifying for

giveness with reconcilation has gravely falsified the

gospel Now forgiveness is not the very heart of the

gospel: it is Christ—the reconciling Christ and Him

crucified" (page 218). A study of the difference be

tween reconcilation and conciliation would make this

even clearer. These words are consistently translated

in the CV and not confused with forgiveness.

Irving L. Jensen has written a book for those who, in

a sense, desire to be students of the Word in an original

and independent way. He titled his book Independent

Bible Study, with the subhead "Using the Analytical

Chart and the Inductive Method" (Chicago: Moody

Press, 1963). In his chapter "Introduction" we find

the following:

Your Eyes. The appeal to use one's physical eyes in the

reading and analyzing of the Bible under the illuminating

light of the Holy Spirit has as its ultimate spiritual perception.

The difference between mere seeing and deeper perceiving is

remarkably illustrated in the empty tomb narrative of John

20:1-10, where three different words for "see" are used in the

Greek text. Upon receiving Mary Magdalen's report that

Jesus' body has been taken out of the sepulcher, Peter and

John run together to the sepulcher. John, who arrives first,

does not enter, but stoops down and, looking in, "sees

(blepei) the linen clothes lying" (v. 5). This was the mere

viewing of the facts from without, apparently without any

significant reaction other than the affirmation that what Mary

has reported was true. Peter's observing was more intimate,

for he went into the sepulcher, and "beholdeth" (theorei)

clearly something astounding: the napkin, or head roll, was

still intact like a cocoon, all rolled up (vv. 6-7). Peter's

beholding was more intense than John's viewing, for Peter

was face to face with the impossible: the separation of a body

from its grave wrappings, without the disturbance of the
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latter. By this time, John also entered the sepulcher, "and

he perceived (eiden), and believed" (v. 8). John's reaction

was that of perception that here was the impossible, and,

further, that God had done the impossible. And he believed

(p. 18. [Author's italics]).

Herewith we reproduce the translation of John 20:3-10

from the Concordant Literal New Testament, also called

the Concordant Version (CV).

" Peter, then, and the other disciple came out, and

they came to the tomb. Now the two raced alike, and

the other disciple runs more swiftly before Peter and

came first to the tomb. And, peering in, he is observing

the swathings lying. Howbeit, he did not enter.

" Simon Peter also, then, is coming, following him,

and he entered into the tomb and he is beholding the

swathings lying, and the handkerchief which was on His

head, not lying with the swathings, but folded up in one

place apart. The other disciple also, then, who came

first to the tomb, then entered, and he perceived and

believes, for not as yet were they aware of the scripture

that He must rise from among the dead. The disciples,

then, came away again to their own."

There are other delicious and delightfully subtle

indications which make the CV richer than other versions

which do not go to the limits of fidelity in reproducing

the accuracies of the incomparable Original. "Lightface

type is used for words (or parts of words) which have

been added to clarify the meaning of the Greek, avoid

ambiguous renderings, and make the English read more

smoothly" (Instructions for Use, p. 3). The verb func

tions, the signs and abbreviations, and other pertinent

matters are discussed in the aforementioned "Instruc

tions for Use" (pp. 3-8). The "Explanatory Intro

duction" also should be read and reread until the force

of the argument for the production of a literal version

is felt, and the subtleties and strength of the original

language become apparent. This sample seeks to show

some of these.
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As we turn to the passage quoted above, we call the

attention of the reader to the three different words for

"see." Blepei, theorei, and eiden are respectively ren

dered as "observing" (v. 5), "beholding" (v. 6), and

"perceived" (v. 8). The ending —ei in both hlepei

and theorei is variously called continuous, incomplete,

imperfect, durative, linear, the tense of proceedings and

similar. We represent it uniformly in the sublinear of

The Concordant Greek Text by —ing. First, John is

observing, then Peter is beholding, and finally, John

perceived. It is good to have our attention called to this

phenomenon in the Greek of John, yet how much better

to have it in the literal of our Version.

A most helpful book on this resurrection section of

the Scriptures is that by the Eev. C. C. Dobson, M.A.,

The Empty Tomb and the Eisen Lord. Its dis

cussion of the tomb, its form and construction, and the

illustrations, make very vivid the accurate account given

us by the writers of the four accounts. The eager reader

can compare the discussion of renderings in the book

with their treatment in the literal CV.

An attempt to translate the Scriptures into the verna

cular of ephemeral jargon is seen in God is for Real,

Man by Carl F. Burke. The reviewer, Gordon D.

Negen, writes that "the author saw that the traditional

forms, imagery, and language which at best work well

enough with middle-class suburban youth have little

meaning for the inner-city juvenile delinquent. He

listened to the kids talk and used their terminology and

thought patterns to record the scriptural ideas set forth

in this interesting, readable book."

The reviewer goes on to state that "Burke is to be

commended for his attempt to be relevant. He is cer

tainly far ahead of many of us who use such concepts as

sheep, vineyards, and publicans, as well as terms such as

thee, thou, pottage, and licentiousness, and do not even

realize that we are failing to communicate.
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"But Burke is facing an almost impossible task. When

ever 'hep talk' is taken out of its natural context, it has

a tendency to be phony; when it is put into print, it is

even phonier; and when done by an 'outsider' regardless

of how hard he tries to be inside, it borders on the

ludicrous. All of this is complicated by the fact that the

street language changes almost daily. Therefore, by

the time a book is written, edited, published, and placed

on the market, almost all of the language used in it is

old-fashioned, making it an object of scorn to the young

person who manages to keep up day by day" (Eternity,

January 1967, page 41).

To be literal or not to be—that IS the question. The

dialogue runs something like this: If you are too literal

you are not idiomatic enough; if you are too idiomatic

you are not literal enough; if you make a synthesis of

both you have a hybrid hard to read. Unable to devise

a transfer mechanism for the communication-event from

the communicator to the communicatee, one faces a vast

gulf between decoder and encoder.

There are those who insist on literal when possible.

Others are equally insistent on idiomatic regardless.

Yet still others demand a combination of the two, a sort

of controlled idiomatic-literal, in the same version. This

may be done with an interlinear that is more literal

than idiom allows. Thus when idiom demands departures,

the departure from the literal can be compared and

controlled. But the literal sublinear is not a translation

or a version. It is a tool which is not master, but is

mastered by the translator.

Those who highly value knowing exactly and precisely

what Scripture says are beginning to be vocal and are

slowly becoming a sizable minority. For example,

Stephen W. Paine has a book Beginning Greek, A

Functional Approach. He levels with his students by

telling them that "the translation for use with the

daily reading passages follows very closely the word
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order and primary meaning of the Greek text in order

that the student may most easily see its connection there

with. Thus the translation is said to be quite ' literal/

and might at first thought be judged 'awkward' by

comparison with a smooth English style.

"But this is how the ancients actually thought and

spoke, and the reading of a foreign language is at its

best when the mind of the reader follows most closely the

thought patterns of the writer, so that he no longer keeps

trying to fit the language into his own mold but follows

with appreciation the mold of the languages. He then

ceases to 'translate' and becomes a 'reader,' actually

thinking the thoughts of the writer in the medium of the

writer's own language" (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1961), page 232.

With such teachers turning out such students the

future will be brighter than the past for the reader who

ardently desires to know in his own tongue exactly what

God says in His inspired Original. To this end the tools

are being made available by the Concordant Publishing

Concern and its staff as soon as is possible and practi

cable. Toward this goal we solicit your love and prayers

and patience and support.

A book which should be better known for its valuable

insights into Ephesians and its version in parallelism

structure is George S. Hitchcock's The Epistle to the

Ephesians. In it he says it is "fairer to English readers

to present the Greek in an English form as similar [to

Greek] as possible."

Here is his thought in context: "There is another

matter, which I approach with less confidence of appro

val, as I undertook it with less readiness of will. In

rendering St. Paul's sentences, I held it fairer to English

readers to present the Greek in an English form as

similar as possible. Consequently, it often appears

broken, sometimes uncouth, and occasionally obscure.

It would, of course, have been possible to polish the
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translation, as Alexandrian grammarians polished the

Greek text. But the result would have had as little

connection with St. Paul, as Pope's Iliad with Homer"

(London: Burns and Oates, Ltd., 1913), page 46.

He is a writer of some style and unusual insight into

Paul's heart and thought. Many of his sentences are

the result of much thought and great love for Paul, who

is called in his "Preface" to his commentary on Ephe-

sians, the one who wrote a letter which can be described

as "...written without controversy by the prince of

controversialists" {ibid, page 5).

Hitchcock, Doctor of Sacred Scriptures, Eome, calls it

"this inexhaustible letter. St. Chrysostom stood in awe

before its overflow of lofty thoughts. Erasmus recog

nised its Pauline fervour, depth, spirit and feeling. And

Coleridge, in his Table Talk, confessed it one of the

divinest compositions of man. Yet, even were it true

of Plato's works, that they were written for ten men in

each generation, no such statement could be made for this

encyclical, for we, lesser men, fretted or despondent,

learn endurance and courage from this brief letter, at

once the product of an hour and the fruit of a life "

{ibid, page 12). What a felicitous phrase, the last

thirteen words! What a multum in parvo!

And what a change in attitude is the translation of

Paul's letter in Hitchcock's book from the opinion

voiced by Pope Leo XII in his 1824 Encyclical. Two

encyclicals, Paul's and Leo's, and the words of the

latter are as follows: "You are aware, venerable brothers,

that a certain Bible Society is impudently spreading

throughout the world, which is endeavouring to trans

late, or rather to pervert, the Scriptures in the vernacu

lar of all nations. It is to be feared that by false inter

pretation, the Gospel of Christ will become the gospel

of men, or still worse, the gospel of the devil."

Again let us listen to F. W. Farrar who, in his Texts

Explained, or Helps to Understand the New Testament,
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opts for the "exact rendering" (page v), for "accurate

rendering of the original" (page vi), for he says that

making differences arbitrarily so as to avoid monotony of

the same English word for the same Greek word is "un

fortunate, since "monotony is force" (page 208, quoting

Lightfoot). He inveighs against the "neglect of dis

tinctions ... many different words to render the same

Greek words they [the 1611 version translators] some

times (unfortunately) used the same word for different

Greek words" {ibid, page xiii). He maintains that

"exact meaning... accurate rendering of the original"

alone is sufficient to guarantee the transfer of the truth

to the one seeking the One "Who is the Truth by means of

His Word, which is truth (John 17:17).

The compiler of the CV and his staff subscribe to these

statements. They are bending every effort to give to the

serious and sedulous student God's Scriptures as literally

as idiom permits. Taste the CV and see if its exactitude

is not more beautiful than man's inexactitude. For this

latter attitude we need a word like logocide, the wanton

and senseless murder of His words by careless and

apostate scholars. There are no trifles where truth is

concerned, and our Version is designed to make sure that

the powers of darkness do not deceive us. Hence we

cleave to the literal of the Greek as far as English idiom

allows.

Please sit down with the Concordant Literal New

Testament and, if you can read Greek, with Frederick

Field's Notes on the Translation of the New Testa

ment (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1899). Com

pare what he says should be done with what we have

already done. See how, in the overwhelming majority

of cases, the CV agrees with the suggested changes in

either reading or in rendering.

Try the same with Francis Trench and his Brief Notes

on the Greek of the New Testament (London and

Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1864). Here no com-
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petence in Greek is necessary. Compare with the CV

to your pleasure and profit as you see how accurate and

reliable your Version was translated for just such

students as yourself.

Get hold of A Translator's Handbook on the Gos

pel of Mark by Eobert G. Bratcher and Eugene A.

Nida (Published for the United Bibles Societies. By

E. J. Brill, Leiden 1961). Compare its suggestions and

improvements with your CV and be amazed at how

much is supplied to you in your Version which these

scholars say you should possess. Dr. Bratcher is the

translator of the immensely popular Good News for

Modern Man, The New Testament in Today's English

Version (New York: American Bible Society, 1966).

If these prove to be too technical for you, try Alex.

Boberts's Companion to the Eevised Version of the

English New Testament, 3rd ed. (London, Paris &

New York: Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., n.d.).

Or you might find helpful Frank Ballard's Reality

in Bible Eeading,—The Gain to Christian Faith from

Critical Accuracy in the Ordinary Public or Private

Reading of the English Bible—with more than Four

Hundred Examples (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1924).

Let Thomas Hobbes close out this portion of our study.

"Seeing that truth consisteth in the right ordering of

names in our affirmations, a man that seeketh precise

truth had need to remember what every name he useth

stands for, and to place it accordingly, or else he will

find himself entangled in words as a bird in lime twigs—

the more he struggles the more belimed" (Leviathan,

1651).



MORE PROPONENTS FOR THE

IDEAL BIBLE TRANSLATION

Chrysostom said, "This is the cause of all our evils—

our not knowing the Scriptures." Yet how does one get

to know the Scriptures if he does not have in his version

of them, exactly what God says?

EXACTITUDE VERSUS INEXACTITUDE

In Thai, 1 Timothy 1:15 says that "Christ Jesus

came into the world to help people responsible for their

own sins to escape the consequences of them."

In Tamil (one of the languages spoken in India and

Ceylon), 1 Timothy 1:15 says that "Christ Jesus came

into the world to provide free board and lodging for

rascals."

In Thai, John 3:16 (to a Thai Buddhist) would mean

that "God was so attached to this (evil and transitory)

world, that he gave his only son, that whoever is credu

lous enough to trust in him, will not perish, but be

doomed to unending existence."

These examples serve to show what can happen when

there is not equivalence between what the Original says

and what the translator knows of the culture and lan

guage into which he is translating.

In the Authorized Version 1 John 3:4 reads: "Who

soever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin

is the transgression of the law." But this is false, this

is misleading, this contradicts Paul at Romans 5:12-14.

If sin is the transgression of the law: then sin could

not be in the world until Moses, then law would be

chargeable for putting sin into the world, then sin could
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be abolished by abrogating law. Let us be crystal clear

at this point. Law does not create sin, it manifests

what already exists. This makes it mandatory that a

version reflect the distinctions in the Original, even

though it transcends the translator's grasp of its truth.

"Law" and'"the Law'J are distinctions strictly kept up,

for instance, in Eomans 2:1-29, and such distinctions

should be scrupulously preserved in translation. A

well-turned English phrase is totally unacceptable if it

turns out to be a Greek phrase poorly translated. Or

does acceptable translation mean altering the rough

original into a smooth distortion? To have a right to

your opinion carries with it the responsibility of seeing

that your opinion is right.

LITERAL VERSUS IDIOMATIC

John Beekman insists that "literalism" is "a hindrance

to understanding" the Original (The Bible Translator,

October 1966, pages 178-189).

Joseph Agar Beet takes the opposite stance when he

writes in his "Preface": "For two classes of readers

I have written expressly: for students of the Greek

Testament and for intelligent readers of the English

Bible. The former will find a careful grammatical expo

sition of the Greek text of the Epistles and will catch

the reason for many English renderings which to others

will seem harsh or even ungrammatical. They will

notice that, at every point, both in my translation and

in my frequent paraphrases and summaries of the

language of St. Paul, I have endeavoured to reproduce

the exact meaning and emphasis of the Greek words

written by him. This frequent and careful reproduc

tion of his meaning will also be of use to many who are

unable to verify it by comparison with the original,

but who wish to grasp, through the medium of their

own language, as accurately and fully as possible the

thoughts of the great Apostle" (A Commentary on
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St. Paul's Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, and to Philemon. London: Hodder and

Stoughton, 1890).

Joseph John Scott in The Life of Christ, A Continu

ous Narrative in the Words of the Authorized Version

of the Four Gospels with Introduction and Notes, uses

"literally" more times than one would care to count as

he corrects the AV by calling attention to the Original

and what it says literally (The Life of Christ in the

Words of the Gospels. London: John Murray, Albe-

marle Street, W., 1905).

The Anchor Bible series, Volume 29, is The Gospel

according to John (i-xii) : Introduction, Translation,

and Notes by Raymond E. Brown. After comparing

the AB translation with the ESV, the reviewer feels

constrained to say this. "Perhaps it is personal bias,

but this reviewer feels that the ideal Bible would be one

with a quite literal translation accompanied with ample

notes explaining the meaning of the terms and syntax in

the age in which they were written. A literal transla

tion, properly understood, can convey to the reader the

thought and mood of an ancient writer better than free

translation in modern idiom" (Journal of the Ameri

can Academy of Eeligion, June 1967, page 170).

Edwin W. Eice in his Commentary on the Gospel

according to Matthew tells us in his Foreword that his

purpose is "...to insist upon the recognition of the

Oriental character of the Gospels as the guiding prin

ciple of interpretation." In addition, another special

feature of his work is "to aid the reader in grasping

shades of meaning in the original text, the textus receptus

not only, but also the Anglo-American Eevisers' Greek

Text. This is attained through a comparison of the

Authorized Version with the Eevised Version, and often

through a more literal translation" (Philadelphia: The

American Sunday-School Union, Sixth Edition, newly

revised, 1909).
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"to be literal at every cost"

One could go on and on in this vein, quoting respected

and responsible scholars who opt for a version that is

literal at every cost. These would simply be reflecting

Browning's attitude, where he says in the preface to his

translation of Aeschylus's Agamemnon: "If I wished to

acquaint myself, with the aid of a translator, with a

work of the immense fame of this tragedy, I should

require him to be literal at every cost, save that of

absolute violence to our language. And I would be

tolerant, for once, of even a clumsy attempt to furnish me

with every turn of each phrase, in as Greek a fashion

as English will bear."

WORD-FOR-WORD CONCEPT REPUDIATED

On the other hand, in all fairness, there are those

who inveigh against the word-for-word concept of trans

lating, such as Ernest Cadman Colwell in A Beginner's

Eeader-Grammar for New Testament Greek; Boyce

W. Blackwelder in Toward Understanding Romans;

Frederick C. Grant in Translating the Bible; and

Dewey M. Beegle in God's Word into English, to men

tion only a few of the volumes at hand. If the Con

cordant method and its refined-by-use principles were

truly understood, we feel that these strictures against

the Concordant system would be less severe. When

measured by its assured results, it would, rather, be

warmly welcomed.

The persistent attack by some against the Concordant

principle of translation, against the word-for-word

equivalence, is prosecuted as though it were on a par

with trying to decode the hidden message in a can of

alphabet soup. The demand for conformity to consensus

exerts a deleterious effect on a version. Group-transla

tion—committee-consensus—cannot be, in actuality, as

perceptive as the work of one person responsible to

conscience, impervious to pressure, invulnerable to fear,
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and intolerant of inaccuracy. Frequently the single

eye sees clearly what the group eye sees dimly, if at all.

The world owes a deep debt of gratitude to one-man ver

sions such as those made by Tyndale, Wycliffe, Coverdale,

Young, Fenton, Moffatt, Goodspeed, Weymouth, Rother-

ham, and many, many others.

Each of these attitudes is equally reprehensible: the

uncritical reception of the old, and the truculent re

jection of the new. What we have need of really is a

healthy fear of ignorance and a holy love of knowledge,

for without them God's people perish. We are living in

perilous periods. The inspired Word alone is sufficient

to save the reader from the deception which is gradually

engulfing the world as " Giant Error, darkly grand,

grasps the globe with iron hand." The poet as usual

says it simply and concisely.

Davidson, in The Theology of the Old Testament,

says: "Etymology is rarely a safe guide to the real

meaning of words. Language, as we have it in any

literature, has already drifted away far from the pri

mary sense of its words. Usage is the only safe guide.

When usage is ascertained, then we may enquire into

derivation and radical signification. Hence the Con

cordance is always a safer companion than the Lexicon."

The concordance is a safer guide than the lexicon.

Like a dictionary, the lexicon usually reflects the usage

of religions and theologians, whereas a concordance gives

one ready access to the contexts where a word occurs,

and where a careful canvass of all occurrences serves

to settle its central significance which should not be

shared with any other word. A word can best be under

stood in context when its inflections are translated.

Words define themselves as one attends to their usage.

Justice Oliver W. Holmes wrote that "A [legal] word

is not a crystal, transparent and unchanging, it is the

skin of a living thought and may vary greatly in color

and content according to the circumstances and time
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in which it is used" (Towne v. Eisner Decision, 245 U.S.

418).

IMPORTANCE OF WORD ORDER

A book six inches by nine inches does not look the same

as a book nine inches by six inches, since the first mea

surement should be on the side where the book is bound.

Is there no difference between "four miles square*'

and "four square miles"? Is there no difference be

tween "Love one another" and "Love another one"?

Is there no difference between "She was too fond of

him'' and " She too was fond of him'' ?

Dr. Eobert Lindsey in "Problems of Biblical Transla

tion" tells of his research with the Gospel of Mark in the

Greek text and his discovery of its being strangely He

braic in flavor and syntax. The "constant Hebrew word

order" presented problems when he saw that Matthew and

Luke had more consistent Hebrew word order than even

Mark. In his studies he found Hatch and Eedpath, the

Septuagint, Moulton and Geden's New Testament Con

cordance constant companions (The Bible Collector,

October-December 1965, pages 3-6).

SENTENCE ORDER VARIES IN VARIOUS CULTURES

The natural order in sentences is subject/verb/object:

A mother loves her child.

The Tartar order in sentences is subject/object/verb:

The mother her child loves.

The Semitic order in sentences is verb/subject/object:

Created Alueim the heavens and the earth. What shall

we do with "In [the] beginning"? Some scholars construe

it as an abstract clause answering the questions: how

(creates), who (Alueim, Deity), what (heavens and

earth), but not when ("in [the] beginning"—a title?).

See the article titled "Ancient and Modern Titles of the

Bible" by Robert P. Markham in The Bible Translator

for July 1967, pages 133-145, for an illuminating insight

into how some books of the Bible got their name.
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idio[ma]tic modern equivalents

When translating the original Greek into modern

English, where does one draw the line between beauty

and banality? Under the heading'i Come Down, Kingey"

Christianity Today calls our attention to "A version of

the four Gospels in the 'Scouse' dialect of Liverpool,

England" which will shortly appear. "The cover will

picture Christ on the cross, wearing a flat cap, open

shirt, and dungarees, against a Liverpool background.

The crucifixion scene reads:

" 'Come down, Kingey,' dey yelled, 'You've done some

big talkin'. If yer de Son of God, get yourself out of

this mess—den we'll believe yer.'

"Liverpool's Bishop Stuart Blanch says 'it is a fine

piece of work. In parts, it gets to the root of the real

meaning of the Gospel, which may have been obscured in

normal orthodox translation'" (June 9, 1967, page 41).

For such commendation the Bishop should live up to his

name, and blanch.

WHERE DO WE DRAW THE LINE?

Where do we draw the line between a version that

represents the "crucifixion," and this modern version

which can only be described as cruci-fiction.

Where shall we draw the line? Because we in the

Western world sit up when we eat, shall we make them

sit up at table, or recline at table, as was their custom ?

Shall we make the beggar's bag an attache case? Shall

we make the ancient sandals our modern shoes? Shall

we make His seamless robe Levis and a pullover sweater?

Shall we make the ancient chariot a modern super

charged automobile? Shall we make an ancient cara

vansary the modern underground parking facility?

Shall we make purification jars the modern shower bath

and tile stall? Where shall we draw the line between

the effort to pander to public taste and religious scruples,

and the desire to set forth in a version its purity and

power to His honor and glory?
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THE BUSINESS OF AN EXPOSITOR

It was our announced intention to deal more thor

oughly with John Beekman's article in The Bible Trans

lator for October 1966, pages 178-189, and also Herbert

Dennett's A Guide to Modern Versions of the New

Testament, where he does not list the Concordant

Literal New Testament in the category of literal ver

sions, but in a category of those versions having a special

slant or bias. For our position we have already quoted

scholars of impeccable character and acknowledged ac

creditation, and the opposite position could be supported

by scholars of equally impeccable character and accredi

tation. And what would it prove? Only that scholars

differ so that the humble student is baffled as to which

criteria to follow in choosing between proponents and

opponents.

The staff believes that the student will be better served

if we publish a series of articles showing how Concordant

research yields exploratory discoveries.

"The business of an expositor is not to criticize the

words of men, but to interpret the Word of God." These

words by the late George L. Kogers in his Studies in

Eomans make us realize that more profit would accrue to

the reader of our magazine* devoted to reverent research

of the inspired Originals if he were given examples of

Concordant principles applied to hermeneutical and

translational problems, rather than showing where others

have erred (and in whose company we may find our

selves), though such apologetics are needed and will be

prosecuted when a book or an idea or an author warrant

such treatment.

ARE YOU CONFUSED ABOUT—?

Language is both fascinating and frustrating. Think

of the librarian who was asked to help a student find

* Unsearchable Riches, 48-page bimonthly.
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material for a theme paper on "Youth in Asia." After

many false starts and many fruitless trips to the stacks,

the librarian reasoned out the root of the difficulty.

It was the antics in semantics. The student wanted

material on "Euthanasia."

We need to eliminate fuzzy edges by sharper focusing.

We need to wrestle with the components of meaningful

communication. We need to grapple with the idea that

God designed His world so that man is forced to ask

the kind of questions His Word is designed to answer.

SCIENCE AND SEMANTICS OF GENESIS

When a student approaches, say, the science and

semantics of Genesis, the first two chapters confront

him with an unmarred creation—the heavens and the

earth; an unmarred creature—the human Adam; and an

unmarred communication—thou shalt not eat of it. All

this from an Unmarred Creator and Communicator.

After Genesis three the student confronts a marred

creation—thorns and thistles; a marred creature—naked,

ashamed and afraid; and a marred communication—ye

shall not surely die.

God is not to be thought of as One Who cannot give

an unmarred revelation; rather, sin erected a barrier

which God recognized and must overcome. God must

use man's words, but not necessarily with man's mean

ings. Psalm 12:6 tells us what had to be done.

The words of the Lord are pure words:

As silver tried in a furnace.

[Words] of earth,

Purified seven times.

The formidable facts we face are as follows: a marred

creation—the observable; a marred creature—the observ

er; and a marred conviction—the observation. To re

cover man from his ruin and to enable him to regain the

faculty of knowing God aright, God uses the earth words

of man, but purifies them of man's dross seven times.
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What are the factors in meaningful dialogue? The

Communicator: God. The communicatee: man. The

communicated: God's revelation—by many portions and

many modes (Heb. 1:1)—the inspired Scriptures. The

interplay of these forces—the faith-evoking ability of

the Word and the hearing response-ability of man—make

for communication.

God made and created and formed man so that the

impressions received through the senses would be, ac

cording to science: 1% through taste, 1%% through

touch, 3y2% through smell, 11% through hearing, and

83% through sight. God is thus the Originator of the

audio-visual method of educating man. Is Christ not

for the eye the Image of the otherwise invisible God?

Is He not for the ear the Word of the otherwise inaudi

ble God? Christ Jesus the Lord is the Image for the

eye, and He is the Word for the ear. But the other

aspects are not neglected. John said that they saw and

heard and also touched Him (1 John 1:1-5). We, too,

are told to taste and see that the Lord is good. And

are we not also a sweet-smelling fragrance to God in

Christ? Seeing, hearing, touching, tasting and smell

ing—all may be used to learn how great He is, how good

He is, how gracious He is (cf Heb. 5:14).

TWO MEN ON SCIENCE AND SCRIPTURE

Let us look at what two different men have to say, one

about science and the other about Scripture.

KIERKEGAARD ON NATURAL SCIENCE

Soren Kierkegaard wrote in his Journal, "Almost ev

erything that nowadays flourishes most conspicuously

under the name of science (especially natural science) is

not really science but curiosity. In the end all corrup

tion will come about as a consequence of natural sci

ences But such a scientific method becomes especially

dangerous and pernicious when it would encroach also

upon the sphere of the spirit. Let it deal with plants
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and animals and stars in that way; but to deal with the

human spirit in that way is blasphemy, which only weak

ens ethical and religious passion. Even the act of eat

ing is more reasonable than speculating with a micro

scope upon the function of digestion A dreadful

sophistry spreads microscopically and telescopically into

tomes, and yet in the last resort produces nothing,

qualitatively understood, though it does, to be sure,

cheat men out of the simple, profound and passionate

wonder which gives impetus to the ethical The only

thing certain is the ethical-religious.99

TILLOCH ON SCHOLARS AND SCRIPTURES

Alexander Tilloch has something to say about some

scholars and how they treat words, especially those

found in the Scriptures. "How can his [the Apostle's]

meaning be known but from the language he employs?

If an individual has any other way of acquiring a knowl

edge of divine truths than from the Scriptures, let him

say so at once and hold his own opinions; but, if he

profess to draw his information from these lively oracles,

he is bound to abide by their decision, in the plain and

obvious sense which they yield, without any evasion

whatever; and if he refuse to do so, he denies their

authority wholly, however much he may persuade him

self to the contrary; for, in this case, though he may

hold some of the things taught in the Scriptures, it is,

because they agree with his decision, and not, because

he has therein learnt them " •

Later in the same dissertation he writes, "The first

question ought to be,—What does the author affirm? and

this we must know before we can either assent to, or

dissent from, his statement: the meaning of an author's

assertion, and the truth or falsehood of his assertion, are

* Dissertations Introductory to the Right Understanding

of the Language, Structure, and Contents of the Apocalypse

(London: 1823) pages 267, 268.
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quite different things; nor can we even enquire about the

latter until the former is known.'' *

ENTREATY AND ENCOURAGEMENT

In these days of instant coffee and instant tea, we

may subliminally hypnotize ourselves into pursuing the

mirage of instant maturity, whether in truth or in

translation.

Growing is not the work of an instant. The insight

into maturation as an ideal may be instantaneous, but

the realization of it, in practice, is the labor of a life

time.

Instant Christians often are found to be spiritual

pygmies, delinquents in disposition, gutless in character,

zombies with unexercised faculties and unexamined

faiths.

Sophocles in Ajax 582 said it thus: "to chant formulae

over a wound that needs the knife.'' Proverbs 27:5 says

it in this way: "Open rebuke is better than secret love."

In conclusion: let the men who would interpret

Nature be true to the facts, and let the men who would

translate the Scriptures be faithful to the facts. The

Concordant principles should be tried and tested, and

if found wanting or lacking in some respect, improved

and then utilized so that God's Word in all of its purity

and power may become the possession of the pupil who

prizes His Word above all earthly treasures.

These qualities are approximated in the Concordant

Literal New Testament.

* IUd. page 273.
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Dr. Charles Taber of the Translations Department of

the American Bible Society conducts classes for students

attending a Translators Institute. On a chalk board

he writes: "Anything that can be said in one language

can be said in another." Another principle is: "To

preserve the content of the message the form must be

changed.''

We agree with these principles even though we state

them differently. For example: A word modifies and

is itself modified by the words with which it is asso

ciated. And, The usage of a word varies, the meaning

of a term is unvaried. Our literal equivalents and con

trolled idioms are not wooden, not mechanical word-for-

word monstrosities, but serious efforts to guard against

bias, to avoid religious cant or jargon, and to have

respect for the two cultural worlds in which the reader

and the translator are involved. When our method is

understood and applied, it will be applauded.

Any Version should reproduce the Original, not re

flect the religious milieu of the translator. The reader

has the right to know what God says, exactly, accurately,

literally.



THE CONCORDANT METHOD OF TRANSLATING

The Concordant system first determines, by means of

vocabulary analysis, the one single English word which is

the most suitable equivalent for each word of the Greek

vocabulary. It then endeavors to use this standard con

sistently all the way through the New Testament. If any

such equivalent does not itself make good readable English

in all of its occurrences, substitute variants are provided

which are as Concordant as idiom will allow.

We learn the meaning of words from their usage in

the contexts in which we find them. Discordant render

ings give words a nebulous or false meaning, thus leading

the reader unwittingly into error. The Concordant method

automatically compels the use of the nearest English

equivalents, for they are the only words which can satisfy

all the contexts, and are not needed for other Greek words.

Since the vocabulary was fixed by analysis prior to

translating, much of the bias and prejudice which might

otherwise color the renderings could be avoided. Each im

portant doctrinal word is translateduniformlyby thesame

English word in every occurrence in the New Testament.

The Concordant method of translating is unique in

that it recognizes and acknowledges the frailties and

failures of those who labored to produce it, as well as the

deficiencies of our English tongue, and makes provision

for both, so that they are largely overcome.

The manuscript evidence which provides the basis for

this Version has been reproduced in a separate volume,

"The Concordant Greek Text/' which also contains an

interlinear ultra-literal English translation, which uses

the uniform standard equivalents without regard for

idiom or usage. In it one finds the basic facts necessary

to test any interpretation.

Circulars on other Publications available on request



FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN

That which was from the beginning, which we have

heard, which we have seen with our eyes, at which we

gaze0 and our hands handle, is concerned with the word

2 of life. And the life was manifested, and we have seen

and are testifying and reporting to you the life eonian

whicha was toward the Father and was manifested to us.

3 That which we have seen and heard we are reporting to

you also, that you' too may be having fellowship with us,

and yet this fellowship of ours is with the Father and

4 with His Son, Jesus Christ. And these things we' are

writing, that our joy may be °full0.

5 And this is the message which we have heard from Him

and are informing you, that God is light, and darkness

in Him there nt is none.

6 If we should be saying that we are having fellowship

with Him and should be walking in 'darkness, we are

7 lying0 and are not doing the truth. Yet if we should be

walking in the light as He' is in the light, we are having

fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus, His

Son, is cleansing us from every sin.

8 If we should be saying that we have no* sin we are

9 deceiving ourselves, and the truth is not in us. If we

should be avowing our sins, He is faithful and just that

He may be pardoning us our sins and should be cleans-

10 ing us from eall injustice. If we should be saying that we

have not sinned, we are making Him a liar, and His

word is not in us.

2 My little children, these things am I writing to you

Sample page from the Concordant Literal New Testament.


